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Since 1992, RMS Publishing has had the sole aim of aiding student success through an extensive range of study
guides, presentations, e-learning packages and audit checklists in the areas of occupational health and safety.
We have a number of NEBOSH accredited course providers on our client list who provide our study guides to their own
students. Whether you’re already providing NEBOSH courses or are looking to offer an additional qualification, our
market leading products and expert support will help improve your pass rates and grow your organisation.

•
•
•

Bulk discounts are available.
Save tutor time and money on development and updates.
Excellent for inclusion within accreditation application submissions - let us help and save you time in your
application.

NEBOSH STUDY BOOKS AND
RESOURCES

PRESENTATIONS AND LESSON
PLANS

RMS Publishing provide technical authoring input to a number
of resources in the form of study books and PowerPoint
presentations related to NEBOSH qualifications.

RMS offer a range of PowerPoint presentations and lesson plans
in support of professional NEBOSH course delivery in the principal
areas of occupational health, safety, environment, fire and risk
management. These support materials will save your organisation
many hours of tutor time and are carefully designed to follow the
syllabus and to provide coverage of all the main topics but can
also be tailored to your own requirements.

Each publication is designed to reflect the structure and intent of
the NEBOSH syllabus. They are written at the level and depth
appropriate for study of the NEBOSH qualifications by experienced
tutors. They are recommended by NEBOSH as offering high
quality support for the delivery of NEBOSH qualifications, so you
can trust that they will provide you with what you will need.
Typical features of NEBOSH study books:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full colour throughout.
Text directed to the specific learning outcomes of the syllabus
and shaped to reflect examination needs.
Practical explanations of risks, concepts and techniques that
are supported by diagrams and images of actual workplace
examples – helps engage you, and bring out the key learning
points.
Summaries of legislative or best practice standards.
Sample questions and answers illustrate assessment
requirements and confirm your understanding.
Sample practical assessment reports.
Available in e-book format (where stated).

The PowerPoints are presented in a clear, attractive visual format
and follow the same structure as our study books.
We can even arrange to add your logo free of charge to ensure the
presentation is personalised.

Always up-to-date
All RMS study guides and presentations are kept up-to-date with
the latest legislation and NEBOSH syllabus changes.

•
•

Free supplements are also released online to support our study
guides.
PowerPoint updates are provided free of charge for the first 12
months, then it is subject to payment of a small annual fee.
NEBOSH Course Providers are reminded
that course materials should be updated/
maintained to meet NEBOSH accreditation
requirements.

Print licence
Would you rather print your own study guides?
By using our reprint licence service, you can print our study
guides using your own facilities. This option will save time by
removing the need for delivery. After purchase, a PDF of your
chosen study guide will be sent directly to you.
Contact us for further information and prices.
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NEBOSH NATIONAL
GENERAL CERTIFICATE
The essential guide for those with management responsibility in health
and safety which has established itself as a market leader.

STUDY BOOK

This 11th Edition essential health and safety guide meets the
current specification for the NEBOSH National General Certificate
(NG) in Occupational Health and Safety and provides an excellent
reference for all those with management responsibilities for
health and safety in the workplace. It focuses on the main legal
requirements for health and safety management within the UK, a
range of workplace hazards and methods of control.
The practical and informative approach of the publication will
provide managers, health and safety practitioners, and others
who have associated responsibilities for health and safety with
a perspective of the significance of health and safety risk in the
workplace. It will also aid in the understanding of the control
measures that can be applied to manage risk.

TRAINER PACK
As well as the essential study guide, this high quality Trainer
Pack contains 11 visually attractive and engaging PowerPoint
presentations and a range of useful lesson plans. Our Trainer
Pack closely follows the syllabus set out by NEBOSH and helps
trainers to effectively prepare students for their exams. We make
regular changes to our Trainer Pack materials in order to reflect
legislation changes and syllabus updates. For the first twelve
months of your licence, these updates are completely free, and
following that you can continue to receive updates from £150 per
year, per qualification.

In addition, corporate risk managers, human resources
managers, designers, engineers, facilities managers, process or
service managers, suppliers, contractors and site managers may
find this guide a useful reference source.
The general nature of this guide makes it highly applicable to a
range of work activities and industries, providing an introduction
to health and safety in the workplace.
Topics covered by the guide include:

•
•
•
•

Legal requirements for health and safety at work.

Reprint

Implementation of health and safety management systems.
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£199

£359

£720

£1200

Identification of workplace hazards.
Methods of hazard and risk control.

We are also confident that those working towards national
vocational qualifications will find this study book a useful
companion for NVQ Level 3 in Occupational Health and Safety.
£39.95 / ISBN 978-1-906674-93-9 / ELEVENTH EDITION
Hard copy (Unit price)
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Single User Licence Price:
£1550 + VAT

1-10

11-20

21-50

51-99

£39.95

£37.95

£35.95

£33.95

NEBOSH
INTERNATIONAL
GENERAL CERTIFICATE
Written by a team of experts, this study book offers high quality
support for the delivery of the NEBOSH International General Certificate
qualification.

STUDY BOOK

This NEBOSH study guide is completely up-to-date with the
current syllabus for the NEBOSH International General Certificate
qualification.
This essential health and safety guide focuses on international
standards and management systems to provide a broad
understanding of health and safety principles and practices that
are relevant globally. The guide provides an excellent reference
for all those with management responsibilities for health and
safety. The general nature of this guide makes it highly applicable
to a range of work activities and industries, providing an
introduction to health and safety in the workplace.

TRAINER PACK
As well as the essential study guide, this high quality trainer
pack contains 11 visually attractive and engaging PowerPoint
presentations and a range of useful lesson plans. Our Trainer
Pack closely follows the syllabus set out by NEBOSH and helps
trainers to effectively prepare students for their exams. We
make regular changes to our Trainer Pack materials in order to
reflect legislation changes and syllabus updates. For the first
twelve months of your licence, these updates are completely
free, and following that you can continue to receive updates
from £150 per year, per qualification.

The practical and informative approach of the publication will
provide managers, health and safety practitioners and others
who have associated responsibilities for health and safety with
a perspective of the significance of health and safety risk in the
workplace and aid in the understanding of the control measures
that can be applied to manage risk.
In addition, corporate risk managers, human resources
managers, designers, engineers, facilities managers, process or
service managers, suppliers, contractors and site managers may
find this guide a useful reference source.
This publication provides reference to significant international
conventions, recommendations, codes, guidance and standards
in the form of a summary and in context with the topics covered.
Examples of how the topics relate to health and safety globally
support the information provided.

Single User Licence Price:
£1550 + VAT
Reprint
10

20

50

100

£199

£359

£720

£1200

£39.95 / ISBN 978-1-906674-88-5 / SIXTH EDITION
*Note: NEBOSH do not endorse other formats of this publication, for example,
e-books/reprint licence PDFs

Hard copy (Unit price)
1-10

11-20

21-50

51-99

£39.95

£37.95

£35.95

£33.95
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HEALTH AND SAFETY
MANAGEMENT FOR
CONSTRUCTION (UK)
An essential health and safety guide for those with management
responsibility in construction. Provides an understanding of the health
and safety risks affecting this important sector of work and assists those
responsible to manage them effectively.

STUDY BOOK

This essential health and safety guide provides an excellent
reference for all those involved in construction activities. The
guide provides an understanding of the health and safety
risks affecting this important sector of work and assists those
responsible to manage them effectively.
The practical and informative approach of the publication will
provide managers, health and safety practitioners and others
who work in the construction industry with a perspective of the
significance of health and safety risk in construction activities and
an understanding of the control measures that can be applied
to manage risk. This publication would be particularly useful for
clients, designers, contractors, principal contractors and site
managers. Those working in facilities and event management
industries will also find the guide useful, as many of the risks they
encounter are similar.

TRAINER PACK
As well as the essential study guide for the NEBOSH National
Construction Certificate, this high quality Trainer Pack contains
14 visually attractive and engaging PowerPoint presentations and
a range of useful lesson plans. Our Trainer Pack closely follows
the syllabus set out by NEBOSH and helps trainers to effectively
prepare students for their exams. We make regular changes to
our Trainer Pack materials in order to reflect legislation changes
and syllabus updates. For the first twelve months of your licence,
these updates are completely free, and following that you can
continue to receive updates from £150 per year, per qualification.

The guide is an excellent source of information for those
undergoing the following learning programmes:

•
•
•
•

To meet the requirements of the NEBOSH Health and Safety
Management for Construction syllabus.
To develop the knowledge of managers and
supervisors working in construction.
To develop and enhance competency and skills needed for
facilities managers.
To develop and enhance competency and skills needed for
those who construct and disassemble temporary structures
for outdoor events, music or theatre production and trade or
other exhibitions.
£44.95 / ISBN 978-1-906674-96-0/ FIFTH EDITION
Sliding scale prices on request

Hard copy (Unit price)
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1-10

11-20

21-50

51-99

£44.95

£42.95

£40.95

£38.95

Single User Licence Price:
£1550 + VAT
Reprint
10

20

50

100

£259

£369

£759

£1249

NEBOSH
CERTIFICATE IN FIRE
SAFETY
This essential guide meets the current syllabus and format of the
NEBOSH Certificate in Fire Safety qualification, as well as being a useful
resource for those with fire management responsibilities.

STUDY BOOK

This guide will provide an excellent reference for all those with
management responsibility in fire safety throughout the world
to help enable them to ensure that their organisation meets its
responsibilities and safeguards its people and its business.
The publications text is directed to exam needs with practical
explanations, and is structured to reflect the order, content
and level of understanding required by this syllabus. Students
studying for examination will find the sample questions,
answers and practical assessment report of particular use.
This essential reference source now benefits from a more
detailed level of indexing, making it even easier to access
information on your chosen topic.

TRAINER PACK
As well as the essential study guide for the NEBOSH Fire
Certificate, this high quality Trainer Pack contains 11 visually
attractive and engaging PowerPoint presentations and
a range of useful lesson plans. Our Trainer Pack closely
follows the syllabus set out by NEBOSH and helps trainers to
effectively prepare students for their exams. We make regular
changes to our Trainer Pack materials in order to reflect
legislation changes and syllabus updates. For the first twelve
months of your licence, these updates are completely free,
and following that you can continue to receive updates from
£150 per year, per qualification.

Although the main purpose of this publication is to support
NEBOSH Fire Certificate students, it is also useful for a number
of NVQ schemes and also provides an excellent reference for
all those with management responsibility in fire safety to help
enable them to ensure that their organisation meets its legal
duties and safeguards its people and its business.
This study book is also an appropriate source of information
for those moving into Fire Safety Advisor roles; enabling them
to carry out fire risk assessments of most low risk workplaces,
and identify the range of fire protective and preventative
measures required. Fire Service Personnel will also find
the publication of benefit in developing their underpinning
knowledge as part of the Integrated Personal Development
System.
£34.95 / ISBN 978-1-913439-03-3 / SEVENTH EDITION

Single User Licence Price:
£1295 + VAT
Reprint
10

20

50

100

£170

£310

£685

£1150

Hard copy (Unit price)
1-10

11-20

21-50

51-99

£34.95

£33.00

£30.95

£29.00
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ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
CERTIFICATE
This essential guide is designed to provide an understanding of
how environmental aspects, such as inefficient use of energy, will
impact on the planet’s finite resources and how actions today will
improve sustainability for future generations.

STUDY BOOK

This Essential Health and Safety Guide to the globally relevant
NEBOSH Environmental Management Certificate qualification
provides an excellent reference for those who have responsibility
for or involvement in environmental management as part of their
work in the UK and/or internationally.
This guide provides an understanding of environmental issues,
the associated risks and opportunities and how they can be
managed at work. This guide will assist those involved to deal
effectively on both a day-to-day operational level and strategically
for improvement.
This guide contains an emphasis on practical solutions to
environmental issues in the workplace. Learners will be able
to help their organisation manage its positive and negative
environmental aspects and support the implementation and
continuous improvement of effective environmental management
systems.

TRAINER PACK
As well as the essential study guide for the NEBOSH
Environmental Management Certificate, this high quality Trainer
Pack contains 9 visually attractive and engaging PowerPoint
presentations and a range of useful lesson plans. Our Trainer
Pack closely follows the syllabus set out by NEBOSH and helps
trainers to effectively prepare students for their exams. We make
regular changes to our Trainer Pack materials in order to reflect
legislation changes and syllabus updates. For the first twelve
months of your licence, these updates are completely free, and
following that you can continue to receive updates from £150 per
year, per qualification.

NEBOSH Certificate
in
Environmental Man
agem

ent

Topics covered in the publication include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Foundations in environmental management.
Environmental management systems.

1

1

1

Assessing environmental aspects and impacts.
Planning for and dealing with environmental emergencies.
Control of emissions to air.
Control of environmental noise

Single User Licence Price:
£1295 + VAT

Control of contamination of water sources

Reprint

Control of waste and land use.

10

20

50

100

Sources and use of energy and energy efficiency.

£199

£359

£720

£1,200

£39.95 / ISBN 978-1-913439-18-7 FIFTH EDITION
Hard copy
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Copyright RMS
EMC1 5th Edition
- Element

1-10

11-20

21-50

51-99

£39.95

£37.95

£35.95

£33.95

INTERNATIONAL
OIL AND GAS
OPERATIONAL SAFETY
This essential guide is an excellent source of information for those undergoing
the NEBOSH International Technical Certificate in Oil and Gas Operational
Safety learning programme. It benefits from the contribution of an experienced
oil and gas safety specialist who has taught this award from its introduction.

STUDY BOOK

This essential health and safety guide provides an excellent
reference for those from around the world who work in Oil and
Gas and the connected industries. Oil and Gas is a hazardous
industry and managers, supervisors, offshore and onshore
workers need specialist skills and know-how to fulfil their health
and safety responsibilities.
It focuses on hydrocarbon process safety, so that candidates
can effectively discharge workplace health and safety
responsibilities both onshore and offshore throughout the world.
It also highlights the importance of process safety issues in the
industry and provides insight into technical and management
solutions.

TRAINER PACK
As well as the essential study guide for the International
Technical Certificate in Oil and Gas Operational Safety, this high
quality Trainer Pack contains 5 visually attractive and engaging
PowerPoint presentations and a range of useful lesson plans.
Our Trainer Pack closely follows the syllabus set out by NEBOSH
and helps trainers to effectively prepare students for their exams.
We make regular changes to our Trainer Pack materials in order
to reflect legislation changes and syllabus updates. For the first
twelve months of your licence, these updates are completely
free, and following that you can continue to receive updates from
£150 per year, per qualification.

Topics covered by the guide include:

•
•
•
•

Hazards inherent in the extraction, storage and processing
of raw materials and products.
Hydrocarbon process safety.
Fire protection and emergency response.
Logistics and transport operations.

The Essential Health and Safety Guide to International Oil and
Gas Operational Safety refers to international conventions,
recommendations, codes, guidance and standards in context
with the topics covered. Examples of how the topics relate to
health and safety globally support the information provided. This
essential reference source now benefits from a more detailed
level of indexing, making it even easier to access information on
your chosen topic.

Single User Licence Price:
£1295 + VAT
Reprint
10

20

50

100

£330

£600

£1,300

£2,200

£69.00 / ISBN 978-1-906674-65-6 / SECOND EDITION
Hard copy
1-10

11-20

21-50

51-99

£69.00

£65.00

£62.68

£59.52
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NEBOSH NATIONAL
DIPLOMA
UNIT ND1: HEALTH AND SAFETY PRINCIPLES
UNIT ND2: HEALTH RISKS
UNIT ND3: SAFETY RISKS
These essential health and safety guides meet the current specification
for the NEBOSH National Diploma for Occupational Health and Safety
Management Professionals. For those seeking a successful long-term career
in health and safety and who wish to be recognised as a professional in their
field.

STUDY BOOKS

These publications are an excellent reference source for
those active at NVQ Level 5, or undertaking University
Diploma programmes and equivalent qualifications. They
are also a valuable reference source for qualified health
and safety practitioners and those with line management
responsibilities for health and safety.
Management of health and safety in the workplace is
not only a legal obligation and a moral imperative, it also
makes good business sense. Qualified health and safety
professionals are an asset to their organisations, reducing
costs by preventing accidents and ill health of employees,
without incurring unnecessary expense by over-reacting to
trivial risks.
The books are supported by a variety of photographs and
sketches; together with an abridged reference to legislation
which students have found particularly useful.
£85.00 per book
Unit ND1: ISBN 978-1-913439-06-4
Unit ND2: ISBN 978-1-913439-07-1
Unit ND3: ISBN 978-1-913439-08-8
SEVENTH EDITION
Unit
1, 2, 3
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Hard copy (Unit Price)
1-10

11-20

21-50

51-99

£85.00

£78.00

£72.00

£66.00

TRAINER PACKS
As well as the essential study guides for the NEBOSH
National Diploma, this high quality Trainer Pack contains
a range of visually attractive and engaging PowerPoint
presentations and a range of useful lesson plans. Our
Trainer Packs closely follow the syllabus set out by
NEBOSH and help trainers to effectively prepare students
for their exams. We make regular changes to our Trainer
Pack materials in order to reflect legislation changes and
syllabus updates. For the first twelve months of your
licence, these updates are completely free, and following
that you can continue to receive updates from £150 per
year, per qualification.
Single User Licence Prices:
£1,700 + VAT per unit
Unit

Reprint
10

20

50

100

1, 2, 3

£400

£720

£1,575

£2,750

NEBOSH INTERNATIONAL
DIPLOMA
UNIT ID1: HEALTH AND SAFETY PRINCIPLES
UNIT ID2: HEALTH RISKS
UNIT ID3: SAFETY RISKS

These essential health and safety guides meet the current specification for the NEBOSH International Diploma for
Occupational Health and Safety Management Professionals; take the next step and gain recognition for your health
and safety expertise and professionalism anywhere in the world.

STUDY BOOKS

TRAINER PACKS

They build directly upon the foundation of knowledge provided
by the International General Certificate and also provides a sound
basis for progression to a Masters or more specialist study. They
also provide the core health and safety knowledge which underpins
competent performance as an Occupational Health and Safety
Practitioner.

As well as the essential study guides for the NEBOSH National
Diploma, this high quality Trainer Pack contains 31 visually
attractive and engaging PowerPoint presentations and a range of
useful lesson plans. Our Trainer Packs closely follow the syllabus
set out by NEBOSH and help trainers to effectively prepare
students for their exams. We make regular changes to our Trainer
Pack materials in order to reflect legislation changes and syllabus
updates. For the first twelve months of your licence, these updates
are completely free, and following that you can continue to receive
updates from £150 per year, per qualification.

These series of three publications are designed to provide a
health and safety knowledge base for those studying to NEBOSH
International Diploma as well as being an excellent reference for
health and safety practitioners operating internationally.

The International Diploma is recognised by the Institution of
Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH) - the major UK professional
body in the field - as fulfilling the academic requirements for
Graduate Membership (Grad IOSH) and as a first step to becoming
a Chartered Safety and Health Practitioner as a Chartered Member
of IOSH (CMIOSH).
The qualification is also accepted by the International Institute of
Risk and Safety Management (IIRSM) as it meets their requirements
for full membership.
£85.00 per book / £250.00 per set
Unit ID1: ISBN 978-1-913439-15-6
Unit ID2: ISBN 978-1-913439-16-3
Unit ID3: ISBN 978-1-913439-17-0
FIFTH EDITION
Unit
IA, IB, IC
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Single User Licence Prices:
£1,700 + VAT per unit

Unit

Licence to Print (Unit Price)
1-10

11-20

21-50

51-99

£85.00

£78.00

£72.00

£66.00

IA, IB, IC

Reprint
10

20

50

100

£400

£720

£1,575

£2,750

AVAILABLE THROUGH RMS:
NEBOSH AWARD IN HEALTH AND SAFETY
AT WORK

MANAGING SAFETY THE SYSTEMS WAY
IMPLEMENTING ISO 45001

This NEBOSH Study Book meets the
current syllabus and format of the
NEBOSH Health and Safety at Work:
Unit HSW1.

Our ‘Managing Safety the Systems Way’
is an easy-to-follow guide to implementing
the ISO 45001 standard.

This publication will help improve the
safety culture in your organisation,
by equipping your workforce to
identify and deal with hazards at
work helping to reduce accidents
and achieving cost savings for the
business.
£22.00 / ISBN 978-0-957175-12-9 / SECOND EDITION

NEBOSH HSE PROCESS
SAFETY MANAGEMENT
This study book, published by
NEBOSH, provides the knowledge
you need to help you gain the
NEBOSH HSE Certificate in Process
Safety Management qualification.
The book contains activities,
examples/case studies, ‘thought
provokers’ and gives definitions
for key process safety management
terminology.
£40.00 / ISBN 978-0-957175-13-6/ FIRST EDITION

NEBOSH AWARD IN ENVIRONMENTAL
AWARENESS AT WORK
The course book has been designed
by NEBOSH for course providers
to support delivery of the Award in
Environmental Awareness at Work
course and as a study aid for students.
Matched to the syllabus and written
in plain English each chapter is
supported by sample questions and
activities.
£17.00 / ISBN 978-0-957175-11-2 /
FIRST EDITION

The book takes a practical approach
to tackling the various elements of
an OH&S management system. It
offers a step-by-step approach to
developing and implementing an OH&S
management system for your business.
It also explains how the system can
be maintained as OH&S evolves,
responding to internal and external influences.

£39.00

AUDIT CHECKLISTS
Our excellent range of checklists enable
auditors to quickly deliver audits with the
minimum of preparation. The publications
comprise of workbooks to record
findings/actions and accompanying
guidance to aid audit assessment and
decision making.

•
•
•

Level 1: Operational Auditing
- Workplace Precautions
Level 2: Tactical
Auditing - Risk Control System
Level 3: Strategic Auditing - Management Arrangements

From £25.00
Also available:

•

Level 1: ISO 45001 Workbook and
Guidance

This checklist and supporting guidance is
based on the information provided in the
ISO 45001 international standard.
Essential for use by auditors to evaluate
or assess Occupational Health and
Safety Management Systems (OHSMS)
requirements based on the standard.

From £35.00
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CONDITIONS OF
PURCHASE AND USE
Materials can be purchased by contacting the RMS team:
PHONE:

+44 1384 447915 or +44 1384 447916
WEBSITE:

http://rmspublishing.co.uk/
COPYRIGHT:

All material supplied by RMS are subject to copyright, the
materials will not be copied in whole or part in any format
PAYMENT TERMS:

All orders must be paid in full prior to despatch. Unless
prior arrangement or agreement is made, if so strictly 30
day payment terms will be applied.
VAT:

When VAT is applicable it will be applied and charged at
the current rate from date of purchase
POST AND PACKING

Post and packing of hard copy materials will be quoted
per order.
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ndemquid et illanis sunt.
Ibea dolles voluptio. Explibus dolorem olesti ut ut erae

STUDY BOOK
PRICE LIST:
Publication

Unit price
1 - 10 copies

11 - 20 copies

21 - 50 copies

51 - 99 copies

National General Certificate

£39.95

£37.95

£35.95

£33.95

International General Certificate

£39.95

£37.95

£35.95

£33.95

National Construction Certificate (2019 Specification)

£44.95

£42.95

£40.95

£38.95

NEBOSH Certificate in Fire Safety (2019 Specification)

£34.95

£33.00

£30.95

£29.00

International Oil and Gas Operational Safety

£69.00

£65.00

£62.68

£59.52

Management of Environmental Risks in the Workplace

£39.95

£37.95

£35.95

£33.95

NEBOSH National Diploma - Unit A, B, or C

£85.00

£78.00

£72.00

£66.00

NEBOSH International Diploma - Unit IA, IB, IC

£85.00

£78.00

£72.00

£66.00

Revision Guides

1 - 5 copies

6 - 10 copies

11 - 20 copies

11 - 20 copies

NEBOSH Award in Health and Safety at Work

£20.00

POA

POA

POA

NEBOSH Award in Environmental Awareness at Work

£15.00

POA

POA

POA

NEBOSH HSE Process Safety Management

£40.00

POA

POA

POA

Audit checklists

From £25.00

POA

POA

POA

Managing Safety the Systems Way: Implementing ISO
45001

£39.00

POA

POA

POA

Level 1: ISO 45001 Workbook and Guidance

From £35.00

POA

POA

POA

Please note: Books are VAT exempt.
Price on application for orders of over 100 units.
Prices are not inclusive of postage and packaging.
Print licence option available - price varies by publication. Please contact us for more information.
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E-LEARNING
SOLUTIONS
RMS Publishing has been developing and publishing e-learning
packages for over 15 years in the area of health and safety. Our
e-learning software is developed in-house giving us the flexibility
to stay up-to-date with syllabus changes and legislation updates
as well as making equally important changes to improve user
experience.

We have extensive experience of working with training providers
offering our innovative e-learning platform to their students. Save
time and money by white labelling our e-learning platform instead
of starting from scratch with your own. There are two flexible
options to explore:

Outreach Centre
•
•
•

Accredited Centre
•
•
•
•

Pair our e-learning platform with your organisation’s own
training expertise and accreditation.
Manage your own students including exams and support.
If you’re not already NEBOSH accredited, we can support
you through this process.
Get 50% off RRP.

Receive orders yourself but then let RMS do the rest.
RMS fulfills the order by taking care of set-up, exams and
support.
Get 20% off RRP.

NEBOSH
International General Certificate
National General Certificate
National Certificate in Construction
National Fire Certificate

Other features:
A useful welcome presentation which explores the NEBOSH
command words, the course syllabus, and exam tips.
Optional support available from our experienced tutors.

The e-learning platform adopts a linear design which takes users
on an interactive journey through the core NEBOSH syllabus
content with a range of exercises along the way.

Full course
£475 per qualification + VAT + NEBOSH fees

Each element includes:
Core learning PDFs.
Reinforcement of the NEBOSH command words.
Confirmation of understanding tasks.
Relevant legislation, ILO recommendations, conventions and
sources of reference.

•
•
•
•

Learning aids:
Highly interactive and engaging learning aids appear throughout
the course. These include, case studies, videos, multiple
choice questions, and workplace inspection exercises.
Exercises to enable exam success:
Your exam technique including the management of time
apportionment is developed through practice NEBOSH style
exam questions. Also included is:

• Example answers and useful guidance.
• Exam practice and mock exam exercises.
• Study skills and revision tips.
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•
•
•

Practical assessment support and guidance.

Individual Units
£265 per unit + VAT + NEBOSH fees

FREE TRIALS AVAILABLE
Get in touch with us to arrange a free 14 day trial of any of our
e-learning courses. The trial will allow you to explore our software
and decide if e-learning is the right route for you.

PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE
WWW.RMSPUBLISHING.CO.UK
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE
FOLLOWING:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Links to HSE Acts, Regulations and guidance and
other relevant links.
Free legislative updates for study books and
e-learning software.
Free supplementary information for NEBOSH
qualifications.
Sample pages from our range of study books.
Sample slides from the supporting presentations.
Online software demos.

PLEASE CONTACT THE TEAM:
We have been providing a fast friendly service to accredited centres since 1992. We work with all centres throughout the
world, offering publications for qualifications in management, technical, audit and more. If you are looking to purchase in
bulk for your students or looking at training resources for your centre, RMS are on hand to discuss options at competitive rates.
If you are looking to add a new qualification or award to your portfolio or additional resource then we can discuss your
needs and work out a competitive option for you.
Please also do not hesitate to contact us for advice on the benefits of using or reselling our NEBOSH, IOSH or iAS
e-learning packages - the process is very straightforward.

•
•
•

Contact us if you require training material for a specific topic.
Send us your specification for a competitive quote for a new publication or reprint.
Bespoke software - we are able to tailor any of our induction training packages to meet your organisations’ specific
requirements.

RMS Publishing,
Suite 3, Victoria House,
Lower High Street, Stourbridge,
West Midlands DY8 1TA
T +44 (0) 1384 447927
E sales@rmspublishing.co.uk
©RMS 2022 10068/v.16.0 (04-22)

